We have worked extensively throughout the industry for over 30 years,
and there is no other company in the trade with our working knowledge
of Starter Motors, Alternators and Dynamos for Classic and Vintage
applications.
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Powerlite Offer A Full And Comprehensive
Remanufacturing Service For All Classic
Alternators, Dynamos And Starter
Motors.
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Powerlite offer a comprehensive remanufacturing service for
all Classic Starter Motors, Alternators and Dynamos.
With over 30 years remanufacturing experience we can
remanufacture almost any classic unit from individual one
off jobs to rebuilding batches of units for restoration and
specialist parts suppliers.

How do I Identify My Unit?

The majority of classic units are
stamped with a part number or series
type allowing the unit to be identified,
If in doubt we can identify a unit by its
fitment or from images.

Can We Remanufacture Any
Unit?

BEFORE

AFTER

Lucas
11AC Alternator

We specialise in rebuilding popular
modern and classic units from the
1950’s to current production units.
If you do have a more unusual unit
please feel free to contact us with the
details.

Rewinding:

What is Remanufacturing?

We do not repair units, but instead
offer a complete reconditioning
service. During this process a unit is
stripped to its component parts, each
component is individually tested and
assessed. Every unit is rebuilt to our
highest standards with great attention
to detail ensuring correct finish and
appearance to the original.
Armatures And Drives Being Assembled.

How Much Does It Cost?

We can provide a guide price for
remanufacture, based on the unit
type that you have. A final quote will
be given, once your unit has been
assessed.

Lucas C45 Type
Dynamo.

With many of the classic units we
remanufacture being over 40 years
old, it is sometimes necessary to
rewind the coils and armatures on
units. We will advise if this is required
before rebuilding a unit.
The replacement of fully rewound
parts will ensure your unit provides
many more years of reliable service.

Jaguar V12
Butec Alternator

We Remanufacture Your
Original Unit:

Due to the age and scarcity of units
available and in order to retain
originality, we will recondition your
existing unit.

Starter Prepared For Final Finishing And Assembly.
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